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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CHILDREN (EQUAL PROTECTION FROM ASSAULT) (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM James Hamilton 

This revision to Scots law places ideology and subjective opinion above the rights 
and welfare of parents and children.  

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the above bill. In my opinion the Scottish 
Government should not unnecessarily interfere in family life, provided the parents are 
adequately carrying out their duties of care. I believe this bill should be rejected for the 
following reasons: 

1. Given that the law, as it stands, does not permit anything more than light smacking, and
that there are extant serious cases of physical abuse in Scotland, it stands to reason that
the Scottish Parliament cannot obviously cite reducing violent abuse as a reason to
introduce this law. Violent abuse is already illegal. Given that violent child abuse is
already illegal and extant it stands to reason that the current mechanisms for detecting
and prosecuting this abuse are imperfect and would benefit from improvement.
Therefore, it does not make sense to widen the number of cases which require detection
to include events that are commonplace in child rearing and have no discernible negative
effect in the vast majority of cases.

2. The Scottish Parliament should ask itself if it is willing to take all necessary steps to
ensure that this law will be enforced. It is not an acceptable use of legislation to “raise
awareness”, or to empower members of the public to intervene if they see a parent
smacking a child (otherwise known as vigilanteism). Unenforced or unenforceable laws
are a source of contempt for the authorities and the law in general. The committee should
consider whether or not this law can be adequately enforced, how much resource would
be required, and whether or not that resource would be better used elsewhere. I suspect
that properly enforcing this law would only divert resources away from more serious
cases of abuse, thereby failing these victims whilst unnecessarily criminalising decent
and attentive parents who occasionally smack. There is precedent within the Norwegian
child protection system that shows that the flippant punishment of parents and removal of
their children is a plausible outcome from the introduction of this bill (see [3]). This is my
primary concern with this legislation. Despite MSPs assurance, there is no guarantee that
this law cannot be used repressively in the future.

3. The scientific consensus on smacking is not settled. The field appears to suffer heavily
from group think and tolerates serious logical fallacies that would not normally be
acceptable in other scientific fields [1]. It has even been suggested that smacking bans
increase the risk of violence [2]. By introducing a universal smacking ban on this basis
the Scottish Government is taking an enormous and unnecessary risk with the welfare of
our children, their parents, and Scottish society as a whole. The power to deprive parents
of their right to use physical chastisement should only be applied to specific families
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according to an objective and corroborated assessment by a judge or similarly qualified 
official.  

4. In normal circumstances the actors that are best placed to deduce the correct way to 
discipline a child are those who know the child best - i.e. his or her parents or primary 
carers. This bill presumes that the state is better placed to make such judgements at a 
distance without intimate knowledge of the child and that a child’s primary carers are not 
capable of correctly judging whether or not a smack is appropriate. This is obviously 
wrong, and contrary to the idea that children are individuals with differing needs.  

5. If this bill is passed, parents will be unable to chastise their children in the way they know 
is most effective. They will be forced to use techniques that are determined by “experts” 
who have no knowledge of their children, and may not be as effective as smacking. 
Parents with particularly unruly children will be forced to use potentially ineffective 
techniques, creating more stress and dysfunction in the family. This in turn will lead to 
more frequent interventions between social services and those families which will 
unnecessarily consume resources that could be used elsewhere. Additionally, teachers 
have a limited set of options to discipline children. If the children are not being disciplined 
effectively at home, then their teachers may find it harder to educate those children. This 
is not to say that other techniques should not be used - indeed one should strive to avoid 
smacking if one can - however it can be shown that light smacking provides an effective 
way of ensuring that techniques such as the naughty step are effective [4], and in turn 
minimises smacking’s use. This is an important point. 

Further Points 

This bill goes contrary to public opinion. Whilst it is true that most Scots think children 
deserve equal protection from assault, only a small proportion think that smacking is 
assault. This is because there is an obvious difference between the two. Smacking and 
other forms of assaults are deliberately elided by those who dislike smacking in order to 
increase the rhetorical weight of their argument. Given point 1, it follows that the fervour in 
favour of this bill is more the product of a moral fashion than of an objective assessment of 
the realities of smacking. Therefore, this is bill is an attempt by the Scottish Government to 
impose a moral position on the majority of Scottish people, which the majority do not agree 
with, on behalf of those who hold the minority opinion, using the justification of very weak 
evidence. This is totalitarian and irresponsible. Favouring the wishes of a small group of 
technocratic organisations and charities over that of the vast majority of parents will do 
nothing for the reputation of politicians, especially in a time when the demos are becoming 
particularly sceptical of their leaders competencies and motivations. This change in 
legislation will only serve to further alienate people from the political process and drive them 
into the arms of populists who can exploit their discomfort. Introducing the smacking ban 
will suggest that the Scottish parliament is more concerned with the interests and priorities 
of NGOs and activists than those of the Scottish public. 
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The committee should bear in mind that this change will affect all parents and carers, their 
children, and all future generations of children and adults since once it is effected it will no 
longer be permissible to use mild corporal punishment under any circumstances now or in 
the future. It will affect the relationship between parents and teachers. It may have a knock-
on effect on the relationship between children and teachers. It will unnecessarily add to the 
workload of our public services. Finally, it changes the relationship between the state and 
its citizens. The state is trying to appropriate the final say on how children should be raised, 
despite MSPs giving assurances that the Scottish Parliament is not telling parents how to 
raise their children. It cannot ban smacking without restricting parental autonomy. That is a 
contradiction.  

The premise which underpins this change, that children should have the same rights as 
adults, is incoherent. Children are not adults. They do not behave like adults. In the early 
years they are less cognitively able, require more supervision, and are less amenable to 
reason. Even once their faculties have developed they are often naive, easily led, and 
unaware of the risks that age and experience reveals. It is therefore reasonable to allow 
those who are responsible for their wellbeing and development to have rights that confer 
additional powers over them which do not apply in the context of other relationships. So 
whilst it is unreasonable for me to smack an adult who runs out in front of a car, because I 
have no responsibility to educate that adult in the dangers of roads and we presume they 
are already capable of understanding the risks, it is reasonable for me to do so to educate 
one of my own children because it must be made clear that there is an immediate and very 
high risk for them if they do so. In the same vein parents are rightly allowed to confiscate 
their children’s property, restrict their freedom, deny them certain foods and so on. It does 
not follow that children should have equal rights as adults since that is obviously not to their 
long term benefit.  

Given the above, which I have taken care to carefully research and cite evidence for,I urge 
you to leave the law as it is or to ensure that the scope of this change is limited to special 
circumstances and does not affect the many competent and loving parents who use the 
occasional smack.  
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